Notes, terms and conditions and Glossary of the Library
Notes
The Library of Light Orchestral Music is administered by the Light Music Society, a not for profit charity. The
Library covers its costs by applying an administration charge to members who wish to borrow music and use
the facilities that are on offer.
The Library operates based on the requirements defined in Section 40A(2) of the Copyright, Designs and
Patents Act 1988:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1988/48/section/40A"
The Catalogue contains approximately 70% of the Library's sets of orchestral and big band music and
continues to grow. Data cleansing has been carried out, but this is a work in progress.
YouTube links to some of the pieces have been provided but these do not necessarily provide an indication
of the arrangement, only the likely melody.
We cannot always guarantee that works in the Catalogue are available. The Catalogue is an amalgamation
of several collections and over time, some works may have been lost
Several of the orchestral sets are arrangements of an original composition. Please refer to the Library team
for future information about suitability of performance

Terms and conditions
Our orchestral music sets are used by many ensembles, so to help us promote and prolong the use of our
performance sets please adhere to the following points:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A set is loaned to an individual member of your organisation; they alone are responsible for it. You must
inform the library team if your representative changes
It is the representative’s responsibility to check the contents of the set at the time of issue and report
any discrepancies to a member of the library team immediately
All sets must be returned on time and in original condition
If markings are unavoidable, they should be made lightly with a soft pencil and erased before returning
the set. Any sets found to have suffered further damage on return will not be accepted and may incur
further charges
Please do not stick extra labels on copies for numbering purposes
Fines may be charged for overdue sets. If you have any difficulties, please contact the library team as
soon as possible
We require you to replace any copies which are lost or damaged on return
Please be considerate as other ensembles may be waiting for your music set which they will expect to
receive on time, complete and in good condition
Please credit The Library of Light Orchestral Music on your programmes as appropriate
No loans will be made to ensembles with outstanding accounts or items overdue
It is the responsibility of the borrower to notify any performances to the appropriate authorities

Glossary of terms
Term

Definition

FO

Full Orchestra

SO

Small Orchestra

PC

Piano Conductor Score

1
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